We present a framework for calculating low-dimensional 
Introduction
The appearance of a surface depends on its shape, material and the illumination. To effectively do many computer vision tasks, including object recognition we must be able to cope with all these aspects.
One step towards dealing with illumination changes is given by Basri and Jacobs [1] and Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [12] . They realized that a surface with Lambertian reflectance acts as a low-pass filter on the incident light. This makes the image irradiance in practice band-limited and its representation in frequency space is given by a finite number of basis functions. More precisely they suggest that nine basis functions is enough to represent the image irradiance from a Lambertian surface under arbitrary illumination.
In an image, only one hemisphere of the surface normals are visible. This reduces the variability of the images. In [11] Ramamoorthi derives analytically the principal component basis of all images of a Lambertian surface under a varying point light source. His results show that about five basis functions are enough to represent this space, something that corresponds well with earlier empirical work [6, 5] . In [10] we extended the analytic principal component analysis to any illumination distribution.
The described works deal primarily with Lambertian surfaces. For an algorithm to be really useful it must handle more realistic types of surface reflectance. In this paper we consider materials with non-Lambertian reflectance properties. Many materials, although not Lambertian, still act as low-pass filters on the incident illumination. This means that the reflected light can be represented in frequency space with a finite number of basis functions. We derive such a basis. Using this basis we analytically construct the principal components of the images of an object when both the illumination and surface reflectance properties vary. We assume an isotropic BRDF. The principal components are created in such a way that all the symmetries of the BRDF (isotropy and Helmholtz reciprocity) are preserved in the principal components. The goal is to obtain bases that can be used to represent the image irradiance from a wide range of materials under a wide range of illuminations.
Image Formation
The image irradiance, E, is proportional to the scene radiance and can be written as (see [7] ),
where L is the incident radiance (or the light field) and f is the BRDF, which gives the ratio of reflected radiance in direction (θ r , φ r ) and the irradiance due to incident light from (θ i , φ i ), see Figure 1a .
The coordinates in (1) are defined in the local frame set by the surface normal. To use the light field defined in the global frame we need to rotate (θ i , φ i ) to a global frame. We define the global frame to have its z-axis along the optical axis, pointing towards the camera and the x-and y-axes in the image plane. For a point with surface normal (α, β, γ) in the global frame, see Figure 1b , the incident direction in the global frame can be written as (θ, φ) = R α,β,γ (θ i , φ i ). Now, the image irradiance is The parameter γ defines the rotation of the local frame around the surface normal. It should be set so that the local frame aligns with the "direction" of the material on the surface (to correspond with the parameterization of the BRDF). Isotropic materials have no direction. In that case γ can be selected arbitrarily. Hence, we can set it to γ = 0.
Assuming orthographic projection the viewing geometry has further implications for the parameters of (2). As can be seen in Figure 1c the reflected beam aligns with the optical axis (the z-axis in the global frame) which means that θ r = α. Furthermore, setting γ = 0 leads to φ r = π. So, for isotropic materials we can eliminate θ r and φ r from the equation. Now the image irradiance is
Light Field Representation
As in [1, 12, 11] we represent the light field in spherical harmonics.
where L One property of the spherical harmonics is that a rotated basis function can be written as a linear combination of the other basis functions of the same order, see Appendix. The representation of the rotated light field in (3) is therefore
where D mn l (α, β, γ) are the rotation reparameterization coefficients for the spherical harmonics.
Isotropic BRDF Representation
We use the isotropic BRDF representation of Koenderink and Van Doorn [9] . It offers a compact orthonormal representation of the BRDF while incorporating the very general Helmholtz reciprocity
The BRDF is represented as
where
are the Zernike polynomials. We have used the Kronecker delta for a more compact notation of the normalization factor, δ ij = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.
The restrictions on the indices are o ≥ p ≥ q ≥ 0 and (o − q) and (p − q) are even.
Image Irradiance Representation
Inserting the representations (5) and (7) into the irradiance expression (3) we get
Now consider the integral in equation (9) . Inserting the expressions for the spherical harmonic (see (46) in the appendix) and BRDF basis functions (8), we see that it can be separated into an azimuthal integral over φ i and a polar integral over θ i . The azimuthal integral is easily solved and will eliminate all terms in the sum (9) except when n = q.
The polar integral can also be calculated analytically but the expression is complicated and for now we denote it
(11) Inserting these results in (9) we get an expression for the irradiance
The restrictions on the indices
We have derived a basis for the image irradiance from isotropic materials under arbitrary illumination. The image irradiance is represented as a sum of the basis functions, In Section 3 we derive a low-parameter approximation of this seemingly complicated representation using principal component analysis.
How many basis functions are required?
Image irradiance from a Lambertian surface has been shown to be well approximated by 9 basis functions [1, 12] . The number of basis functions required for a non-Lambertian surface depends though on the surface's BRDF. A surface with low-order scattering modes (I q op ) acts as a low-pass filter on the incoming illumination making the reflected light band-limited. Hence it can be represented with a limited number of basis functions. A surface with higher order scattering modes passes through higher frequencies of the illumination and thus more basis functions are needed to represent the reflected light.
We can illustrate this by calculating the contributing signal variance of each basis function E mq lop . To compute the signal variance in the image we need to assume a geometry of the surface, or at least, a surface normal distribution of the surface in the image. This distribution will due to foreshortening be proportional to the cosine of the slant angle, cos α in our case. The variance of each basis function can then be computed as H S 2 E mq lop (α, β) 2 cos αdω. Figure 2 shows the signal variance of each basis function plotted with the illumination modes on one horizontal axis and the surface modes on the other. The variances for each illumination order l, m = −l, . . . , l have been summed together for a more viewable graph. The first row shows the variances for the Lambertian case. We can again see that orders up to l = 2 (9 basis functions) suffice to represent most of the variance. Higher order modes require more basis functions. For instance a surface having modes up to order o = 4 requires basis functions with orders of l up to about 5 (464 basis functions). A 7-order surface requires basis functions up to order l = 7 (2264 basis functions).
As can be seen, for non-Lambertian surfaces more and more basis functions are required to represent the image irradiance. But these basis functions are not orthogonal in the space of images. To orthogonalize them we will construct the principal component basis.
Ordering of the basis functions
It is convenient to order the basis functions so that they can be indexed by a single variable. We order them in decreas-ing variance using the same variance as in the previous section. In single index notation the image irradiance can be written as 
Principal Component Analysis
Using the basis derived in Section 2.3, we here analytically derive the principal components of the image space when both the illumination and surface reflectance vary.
Criteria for Deriving the Principal Components
Principal component analysis amounts to finding a coordinate transformation such that the covariance matrix of the random variable (in our case the image) is diagonalized. A geometric interpretation of PCA is that the first principal component, U 0 , is the direction which has the highest variability. I.e. U 0 maximizes the variance of the scalar product of itself and the images, or in mathematical terms:
where the image I is the random variable. The following eigenvectors are constructed iteratively by maximizing the same variance with the added condition that they are orthogonal to all the previous ones, [8] . Using this criterion we will derive the principal components.
We will also use a slightly different criterion. The objective is to find a basis that decomposes the image into a linear combination of coefficients and basis functions, I = i d i U i . Typically images are analyzed by estimating the coefficients d i . There are a number of things we can do to make this estimation as robust as possible. First, the basis should be orthogonal. This ensures that it is as efficient as possible when truncated. Moreover, it allows the coefficients d i to be estimated individually using the scalar product, d i = I • U i , as opposed to estimating them all simultaneously using e.g. least squares.
Secondly, the components d i U i should on average (over the image distribution) have as high variance in the image as possible. Components with a high variance have a high signal-to-noise ratio and are therefore more robustly estimated. The variance of each component
2 . Thirdly, the basis should contain the constant function. The illumination frequently contains an ambient component which can vary. Including the constant function in the basis makes the remaining functions of the basis independent of the ambient component. The constant function is included in the basis by subtracting the image's mean from each image. This forces the basis functions to be orthogonal to the constant function. The constant function is then added to the basis at a later stage. The image mean is calculated by I • 1 1 , where 1 is an image of ones. We arrive at the following criterion.
To conclude, the Standard PCA criterion (17) maximizes the variance over illumination and material changes while criterion (18) maximizes the variance in the image. In more detail, the difference between the two criteria is how the data is centered. Standard PCA subtracts the mean image from the dataset. Criterion (18) suggest that this should not be done. Instead each image should be centered individually by subtracting the individual mean. We call the method Image-Centered PCA.
The Image Space
Let the illumination distribution be described as a distribution of the spherical harmonic coefficients, p L (L), where L is the vector containing the coefficients L m l . Furthermore, let the variation in an objects material be described as a distribution of the coefficients of the BRDF representation (7) If we assume convex objects there are no cast shadows or interreflections. This means that the image irradiance is uniquely determined by the surface normal. Given that we have the surface normal of an object at each point in the image we can generate all possible images of that object under the illumination and material distribution we have defined. However, the criteria we use for deriving PCA depend only the scalar product of images. Therefore it is not necessary to generate the images as long as the scalar product between images can be calculated. For this purpose only the distribution of surface normals is needed. Given the object's surface normal distribution, pn(α, β), (α, β) ∈ H S 2 , we can calculate the scalar product of images I and J as
where i(α, β) and j(α, β) are functions returning the irradiance for a particular surface normal for image I and J. So, for our purposes the distribution of the illumination, the material and the surface normals are enough to define the image space.
Deriving the Basis
We begin by writing the eigenfunction as a sum of the basis functions of the image irradiance. This ensures that the symmetries of the BRDF are preserved in the eigenfunctions.
The scalar product of I and U becomes
We can rewrite this in matrix form.
where c is the vector containing the products of the coefficients of the light source and the material L 
and u is a vector containing the coefficients for U . Now, the only random variable in (22) is c. Let Covar{c} = Σ c . Then
The expression should be maximized under the condition that U is normalized. We obtain the following constraint on the coefficients of U
The maximization problem can now be written in terms of U 's coefficients.
Applying the coordinate transform
we obtain
This is a quadratic expression of v which should be maximized under the condition that v is normalized. It is well known that the solution is the eigenvector of
with the largest eigenvalue. The subsequent eigenvectors maximize the expression while being orthogonal to the previous ones. We have in fact performed the PCA. To be sure we can convince ourselves that orthogonality of the vectors v corresponds to orthogonality in the image space.
The coefficients for the eigenimages U i are computed by u i = M −1/2 v i . When constructing the basis according to the second criterion (18) we should subtract the image mean. The image mean is
where e s is the mean of E s over the surface normal distribution. Now,
T } which corresponds to the covariance matrix Σ c calculated without subtracting the mean.
Applying the same coordinate change as previously we obtain the v vectors as the eigenvectors of the matrix
and finally the coefficients of the eigenimages by u i = M −1/2 v i as before.
Calculating the Covariances
It is worth making some comments about calculating the covariance matrices Σ c and V c . The two matrices are related by
where µ c is the mean vector of c. Since we can assume that the illumination and the surface reflectance are independent 2 the calculation of the elements of µ c and V c can be partitioned into
The indices l, m, o, p and q are given by s due to the ordering of the basis functions.
Creating a General Purpose Basis
Can we create a basis that can be used to represent the image irradiance from a wide variety of materials under a wide variety of illuminations? Well, at least we can try. In this section we construct a basis using a database of real world surface reflectances, the CURET database [3] , and a database of captured illumination, Debevec [4] .
To create the basis we need to compute the covariances of the illumination and material coefficients.
Calculating the Illumination Covariances
Let the illumination distribution be each of the n L illumination maps, from the database, rotated over all 3D rotations, SO (3) . Let a 
Furthermore, due to D 
Calculating the Material Covariances
Calculating 
Calculating the Basis
In calculating the basis we need to assume a geometry in the form of a surface normal distribution. We have chosen it to be proportional to the foreshortened area of the tangent plane, a factor cos α. We chose basis functions, E mq lop , up to order l = 9 and o = 7. From those we selected the 1000 with the highest variance. A basis was then calculated using the standard PCA criterion and the Image-Centered criterion. Figure 3 shows the first eigenimages for the Image-Centered PCA.
Testing Representability
To test the basis we rendered images of a sphere of all materials under all illuminations. The rendering was done similarly to [13] although we use the Koenderink, van Doorn basis for the BRDF. The rendering involves summing the contributions from each basis function. By calculating the variance of each component we get a bound for the error and can render to a very high accuracy. Figure 4 shows a few of the rendered images.
The testing was done by fitting the basis to each of the images varying the number of principal components in the basis. The error was chosen to be the variance of the residual divided by the total variance of the image. Figure 5 shows the results. The Standard PCA and Image-Centered PCA bases show similar results. Note that fitting the Standard PCA basis requires subtracting the mean image before fitting the basis. This is not required for the Image-Centered basis.
The number of components required to represent an image depends on the material. This is illustrated by Figure 6 which shows the errors for each material. Many materi- als require only a small (around five) number of components, e.g. many of the matte materials, but also highly non-Lambertian materials like velvet, see Figure 7a .
More specular materials, such as the leather in the database require more components. The diffuse shading is recreated with a few components but to recreate the specularity 30-50 components are required in this case, see Figure 7b.
The Benefits of Analytic PCA
There are many benefits of doing the PCA analytically. For one thing many sources of error are eliminated. Also, by doing the rotation of the illumination analytically we can compute bases for a wide variety of conditions with very little effort. Instead of capturing thousands and thousands of images with varying illumination and material conditions, it is enough to capture a small number of real world illuminations and surface reflectances. Moreover, the shape of the object is easily changed by recomputing the matrix M.
Another important feature is that we can relate the principal component coefficients back to the parameters of the illumination and the surface reflectance. E.g. if d are the estimated coefficients of an image and U is the matrix containing the coefficients of the principal components. 
Conclusions
We have derived a basis for the image irradiance with the illumination in spherical harmonic representation and the BRDF represented by the Koenderink, van Doorn basis for isotropic surface reflectance. Using this basis we have shown how to analytically construct the principal component basis of the image space of an object when there are variations in both the illumination and the surface reflectance properties. The variation is expressed as covariances and means of the coefficients of the illumination and
